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Clockwork mechanism  

 Continuum clockwork (CCW) 

Extra dimensional setup for light particles protected by 

a localized symmetry 

* CCW for 5D periodic axion

* Generalized linear dilaton model for CCW

 Conclusion



Clockwork (CW)     

Generate exponentially suppressed effective couplings of light particles 

which are protected by a localized symmetry.

[Cartoon from Giudice, McCullough]



Clockwork axions

Proposed to explain the hierarchical axion couplings (scales) required  

in various scenarios involving a rolling axion field:

* Natural inflation



* Cosmological relaxation of the weak scale



* Magnetogenesis driven by rolling ALP   



[Choi, Kim, Yun 14;  Choi, Im 15; Kaplan, Rattazzi 15]



Clockwork axions:



Localized distribution 
of zero mode  
along the N+1 sites



Extended field range and hierarchical couplings of zero mode axion



N massive axions with nearly degenerate masses 

and oscillating distribution along the N+1 sites

[Giudice, McCullough 16]

Mass spectrum
Distribution of mass eigenstates 
along the N+1 sites



Mass spectrum Distribution of mass eigenstates 
along the N+1 sites



CW photons: 

(see H.M. Lee’s talk)



Other applications:

QCD axion, inflaton, 

flavor, neutrino, WIMP, 

(g-2)μ, ….

[Saraswat 16;  Giudice, McCullough 16,  H.M. Lee 17]
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Continuum clockwork (CCW): 

Continuum limit:

[Giudice, McCullough 16; Craig, Garcia, Sutherland 17]



[Giudice, McCullough 16]

[Craig, Garcia, Sutherland 17]

Two different approaches:

or



CCW for 5D periodic axion [KC, Im, Shin]









General continuum clockwork: [KC, Im, Shin]



Linear Dilaton model 

In Jordan frame 

In  Einstein frame 

Softly broken dilatonic shift symmetry: 

Solution with same exponential warp factor and proper length factor:

[Antoniadis, Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos, Giveon 11]

[Giudice, McCullough 16]



Generalized Linear Dilaton model 

Take the dilatonic weight of the symmetry breaking spurion

as a free parameter:

Generalized solution:

c2
 1/3  (Linear dilaton limit),  c2

 0 (RS limit) 

[KC, Im, Shin]



Generalized linear dilaton model with softly broken dilatonic shift 

symmetry provides a convenient framework for general CCW:

[KC, Im, Shin]



KK gravitons in generalized linear dilaton model

Graviton fluctuation around the solution:

Large 4D Planck mass due to warping (k1) + large volume (k2)

Detailed structure of the KK spectrum depends mostly on k1-k2

[KC, Im, Shin]



KK graviton spectrum 



KK graviton couplings to the SM

lighter KK gravitons : weaker couplings 

CW limit : Compressed KK spectrum 

RS limit : Universal (strong) couplings



Conclusion

• Clockwork (CW) is a mechanism to generate exponentially small couplings

of light particle protected by a localized symmetry .

• CW axion and U(1) gauge boson indicate that the low energy implication

of the Weak Gravity Conjecture crucially depend on the intermediate scale

physics between the Quantum Gravity scale and the low energy scale.

• Continuum CW is an extra-dimensional realization of the clockwork

mechanism, but has certain limitation (due to 5D locality, diffeomorphism,

and Lorentz symmetries), so can reproduce only partial features of the

discrete CW model.

• Yet the continuum CW is interesting as it can connect the CW mechanism

with the known extra-dimensional solution of the hierarchy problem,

which may have interesting phenomenological consequences.


